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Greetings

from the publisher
It’s Almost Over, Right?

T

alk about what’s typical about the circus our political season has become! I
was just finishing with writing this when
everything changed—again.
What I originally wrote was daily
becoming more and more obvious. Many
people were saying how wonderful it was
the election would soon be over and we’d
be getting back to “normal.”
I wondered if people really believed
that—and was thinking it might be a
good time to sell a used car.
Would we really be getting back to our
lives? Would all the crazy boasts, roasts,
accusations, revelations—and distractions—really end? Was the end in sight?
Most of us hoped that we might get
back to talking about some issues that
relate to our lives—personally and/
or collectively. Or issues needing some
leadership and political cooperation not
receiving attention.
For instance: when The Soviet Union
decided they wanted an outlet, a port city,
for their oil. They decided their pipeline
pathway was to go across Afghanistan.
The Afghani’s didn’t like it and what
happened next was what became known
as Russia’s Vietnam. It didn’t work out.
Today Canada sees their pipeline outlet to the sea going south of them—all
the way across the U.S. to the Gulf of
Mexico.
My question is: Shouldn’t the Canadians be using their own army to get their
pipeline built and “protected”? Are they
paying the US police force assembled
from six states? Good trick. If they used
their own army maybe we’d notice.
They have their own ports to the east
or west, but it’s easier to build across the
US. Saves them money. Fewer messy oil
spills—for them. Maybe it was too easy.
For me, getting back to normal means
getting back to some real issues such as
the heroic efforts of the Natives of the Dakotas and the consequences of promoting
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outdated and polluting energy systems.
Unfortunately, what’s clear is that
what looked like a last hurrah for those
who think they can force their way on
others—on individuals, groups and
the world—will continue. Isn’t that the
philosophy we want voted out? Most of
us learn though life that we have to find
ways to cooperate to be really effective at
getting what we want.
More than that, working cooperatively
toward a common goal most often brings
in different ways of thinking and different viewpoints that synergistically attract
even better ideas and ways of accomplishing common goals.
What gets in the way is holding on to
old ways of doing things—old technologies and refighting old fights—like when
Sen. John McCain came out and reversed
the Republican position that the next
president would be allowed to choose
who is appointed to the Supreme Court.
Clearly there will be no coming together. The Utah representative who is
replacing Rep. Darrell Issa as chairman
of that House committee—you know,
the one with the license to investigate
whatever they feel like—has said that
he wants to reopen the Benghazi “case.”
He doesn’t accept the findings of the
previous House investigation, and thinks
that spending more time on it is required.
It’s already been investigated longer than
9/11. At least Issa is “thorough.”
They won’t have as much power, of
course, if Republicans lose the House.
Who knows?
With these distractions, however,
there never seems to be time to move on
to the new issues of the day. How do we
produce energy more cleanly? Why do
we allow the same company that reduced
water safety standards in Flint, MI to do
the same in Pittsburgh, PA? Do you know
that there is a state initiative in Florida to
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News & Events
13 Year-Old Makes Alternative Energy Affordable
Maanasa Mendu, a ninth-grader from Ohio, was
named “America’s Top Young Scientist,” and won
$25,000 for her invention that some say may have solved
the world’s energy crisis.
The grand prize in the
2016 Discovery Education 3M Young Scientist
Challenge was awarded
to Mendu for creating
her innovative and costeffective “Solar Leaves”
prototype. www.youngscientistchallenge.com
Mendu, an IndianAmerican said she was inspired on a trip to India when she saw how many people
lacked the basic life necessities including clean water and
electric lights. Her initial idea was to make small windenergy systems when she entered the competition with
her “Wind Leaves” prototype. It was her goal to design
an inexpensive power source to help developing areas
in the world that need cheap energy. The prototype cost
about $5 to make.
For the three months
during the competition,
Mendu worked with a
competition-appointed mentor, Margaux
Mitera, a 3M senior
product development
engineer. Mitera guided
Mendu to develop a
more advanced energy
system that was inspired
by how plants function.
Mendu decided to create
“Solar Leaves” that harnessed vibrational energy. Her
“leaves” now not only get energy from the wind, but
also the rain and the sun. The new prototype uses a solar
cell and piezoelectric material—the part of the leaf that
picks up on vibrations—and turns it into usable energy.
Now that the competition is over, Mendu said she
will develop the “Solar Leaves” prototype and conduct
more tests so that eventually she will be able to sell it
to the public.
See her video here: youtube.com/embed/z6HTkWEDexs
See her bio here: youngscientistchallenge.com/contests/
entry/22923
—compiled by Christy Johnson

Daylight-Saving Time Ends, But Why?
It Could Really Be a Depressing Change
Researchers at Denmark’s Aarhus University have
looked at why it is more people report feeling depressed
in November than other times of the year. What they
found might help us in California as some in Sacramento
debate whether or not we should give up daylight-saving
time.
Researchers wondered if the difference was fewer
daylight hours and studied over 185,000 depression
diagnoses. What they found might lead us to think of
doing away with standard time—not daylight-saving.
They found that the increase started right after the
time change, which—when if first changes—basically
shifts daylight from after work to before work.
Explains researcher Soren D. Ostergaard:
“We probably benefit less from the daylight in the
morning between seven and eight, because many of us
are either in the shower, eating breakfast or sitting in a
car or bus on the way to work or school. When we get
home and have spare time in the afternoon, it is already
dark.”
We generally have a negative feeling about the shift
back to standard time because overall it means winter,
colder weather and fewer daylight hours are coming.
They found, however, that the depression increase is
specifically related to the time shift, not the length of the
day or bad weather.
While it probably can’t be considered a move toward
conserving environmental resources, maybe we should
consider going to daylight-saving time all of the time.
The shift—both ways, to and from—has been studied
as it relates to increased number of heart attacks the
Monday after the change, a temporary increased risk
of ischemic stroke, lost sleep in schools and employees
wasting more time surfing the Internet. The change
doesn’t work well for our regular cycles.
—continued next page
www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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There’s a lot of good reasons to give one or the other
up, but recent suggestions in Sacramento to do away
with daylight-saving time may be moving in the opposite
direction of what is the healthiest move for us.
What’s not unusual is for politicians to think they
know what’t healthly for us when it may be the opposite.
Meanwhile if you feel off after the time shift, it may
be more than simply the election or too much politics.
Taking positive steps in our life, such as interacting
with others and asking them to sign a petition to give us
daylight-saving time permanently and eliminate standard
time altogether, is the type of choice that can inspire us
and eliminate depression.
Sadly, daylight-saving time ends Nov.6.

Spending Too Much Time on Social Media?
Here’s a way to find out if you are addicted to social
media, according to those who studied it at Baylor
University.
Researchers at Baylor published their work in Science
Daily on Oct. 27, 2016, titled “Are you addicted to social
media? Six questions.”
You may follow it a lot, but are you addicted? Taking
the quiz below might help you decide how bad you’re
hooked.
“Our devotion to technology and social media has
changed how we interact with others, and that’s not
necessarily a good thing,” said James Roberts, Ph.D.,
The Ben H. Williams Professor of Marketing in Baylor
University’s Hankamer School of Business.
Known for his research on the smartphone, Roberts
listed the six core components of addiction and then
asked questions to give us more insight on the matter.

Yes, we do judge a book by its cover.
Get the best—affordably.

Y

our book design should be as compelling as the ideas it
conveys. Publishing your novels, memoirs and stories is
surprisingly easy—and amazingly affordable—and I can take
you through the whole process. With a high-quality design
and typography, there’s nothing like having your own gorgeous book in your hands. Find out how to take advantage of
Amazon’s on-demand printing to get a paperback completed
in a short time with a small budget.
A graphic designer for nearly 30 years, my clients include
the San Diego Natural History Museum, Western Field Ornithologists, Caroline Sutherland, The Life Connection and
many others. I specialize in getting authors’ books onto
Amazon/CreateSpace, Kindle, Nook, and other publishing
platforms. I design the covers, interior, and can do all the work
of getting your precious publication out to the world. Full
design and editing services are available for all your needs.

Tim Brittain: 619-421-6344 • twbrit@cox.net
6 | The Life Connection
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1. Salience: Is your social media use deeply integrated into
your daily life?
I use social media like Twitter, Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram or Pinterest throughout the entire day.
2. Euphoria: Do you depend on social media use for excitement throughout the day?
I use social media when I am bored or alone.
3. Tolerance: Do you need to spend more time to get a
“buzz” from social media?
I find myself using
social media more and
more.
4 . Wi t h d r a w a l
symptoms: Do you get
nervous when you are
not on social media?
I’m afraid of missing out on something
important when I am
not on social media.
5. Conflict: Does
your use of social media cause you trouble?
My social media
use has caused conflict with my friends,
distracted me in class
or while at work.
6. Relapse: have you tried to cut back on your use of social
media but failed?
I have tried to cut back on my time on social media, but it
didn’t last very long.
If you answered yes to three or more of the above
questions, Roberts suggest you may want “to reconsider
your use of social media.”
The trick to getting away, he says, is to find a “digital
sweet spot” where you are connected, but carve out time
for things that really matter.
“You, your relationships and community are the bedrocks of living a happy and meaningful life,” he said.
“They are also the first things that suffer when our lives
get out of balance.”
As you might have guessed, Roberts is the author of
the book, Too Much of a Good Thing: Are you Addicted
to your Smartphone?
More at Baylor.edu and sciencedaily.com.
—except as noted, this section was compiled by Steve
Hays from various sources after spending too much time
on the Web.

Wave Power Could Meet 1/4 of U.S.
Electricity Needs
Dear EarthTalk:
You hear a lot about solar and wind energy, but
what’s new in efforts to generate electricity from
ocean waves?

U.S.-based Lockheed Martin is branching out from defense contracting in assisting with the design of Ocean Power Technologies’
(OPT) PowerBuoy technology to harness electricity from off-shore
wave farms, as deployed here off the coast of Victoria, Australia.

—Melanie Bernstein, New York, NY
Wave power advocates cheered in September 2016
when Hawaii-based Naval researchers started feeding
power from two experimental offshore wave energy
devices into the grid on nearby Oahu, representing the
first time the American public could access electricity
derived from ocean waves. The trickle of energy from
these experimental devices doesn’t amount to anything
substantial yet, but wave energy’s potential is huge.
Analysts think we could derive at least a quarter of
U.S. electricity needs by harnessing wave power around
our coasts. Most other countries around the world have
coastlines they could exploit for wave energy, as well, if
engineers could create affordable technology to capture
and transport the energy back to shore where it would be
used to power local communities or get fed into existing
larger power grids.
But just because we can tap ocean energy big time
doesn’t mean we necessarily will, given the high costs
of getting started, technical issues with maintaining
offshore equipment, and the challenges of scaling up
for mass consumption. The world’s first experimental
wave farm, the Aguçadoura Wave Park off the coast
of Portugal, went online in September 2008 with three
wave energy converter machines, but ceased operations
only two months later when bearings on the equipment
gave way, underscoring the technical challenges of running complicated heavy machinery in unstable marine
environments.
While such technical problems may be frustrating,
financial concerns loom larger over wave energy’s future. Two of the biggest wave energy endeavors in the
world, Pelamis and Aquamarine, both based out of
wave-battered Scotland, went belly up recently despite
funding from the Scottish government and plans to build
out the biggest wave energy farms in the world based on

the success of earlier prototypes.
Aquamarine’s CEO John Malcolm chalked up his
company’s demise to “the considerable financial, regulatory and technical challenges faced by the ocean energy
sector as a whole.” Meanwhile, cheap natural gas and
the surge in solar and wind power options have kept
ocean energy on the back burner.
But wave power is far from dead in the water. Besides
the experimental wave farm off Oahu, two larger projects are being built off the coast of the United Kingdom,
while three additional projects are underway around
Australia. Funding for these projects has come from not
only the host governments but also the private sector.
American defense contractor Lockheed Martin, for one,
is a big player in deployment of wave power technologies
and is a driving force behind the 19 megawatt, gridconnected wave power station currently in the works
near Victoria, Australia.
Here in the U.S., wave energy advocates say the federal
government has done too little to encourage research and
development in this promising niche of the energy sector. Subsidies and tax incentives helped solar and wind
power grow from pipe dreams in the 1980s to significant
players in the global energy mix of today. Wave power
advocates would like to see similar incentives employed
to boost the development of ocean-based renewable energy sources, but for that to happen the American public
will need to speak up to get Congress to act.
EarthTalk® is produced by Roddy Scheer and Doug Moss and is a registered trademark of the nonprofit Earth Action Network. To donate, visit
earthtalk.org. Send questions to: question@earthtalk.org. Contacts for this
article: Hawaii Clean Energy Initiative, www.hawaiicleanenergyinitiative.
org; Lockheed Martin.
www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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The (Not So) Little Book of Surprises
This is an interview by The Bleeping Herald [the newsletter from
the film What the Bleep Do We Know!?] with Deirdre Hade,
co-author of the book The (Not So) Little Book of Surprises.

The Bleeping Herald:
Your book is filled
with mystical poetry,
prophecy and nutsand-bolts wisdom
for living, with some
good laughs and gorgeous pictures. How
did something like
this come about?

happens, it is always
a surprise. Awakening
comes from surprise.

Herald: In the book,
at times it seems like
someone else is talking. I’m going to read
from page 35:

Deirdre: This book
was actually 20 years
in the making. My husband, Will Arntz, who
created What the Bleep
Do We Know!? took
excerpts of writings of
my mystical experiences
putting them in quick
and easy read with
the photos of awardwinning Endre Balogh.
Will’s vision was to create a different kind of spiritual
book; an experiencial book, a journey of perspective
changing thought of divine wisdom. Will came to me
with his idea about Surprise and I said, “Great, let’s do
it.” He said, “No, it’s not let’s do it, I’m doing it,” and
at first he actually would not let me see what passages
he choose. I trusted his insight and intuition. Then we
began a fabulous collaboration to complete Surprises.
Will came up with the title The (Not So) Little Book of
Surprise because as he said, “this is a book of surprises!”

Herald: What is it about a surprise? Because we
have the poetry, the wisdom, the prophecy — where
does a surprise fit in?
Deirdre: The experience of transformation and consciousness comes as a surprise. We can study, worship
and practice, but when those “a-ha”moments of awakening show up, the world is different — and when that
8 | The Life Connection
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“The Gates of your
Reality are opening.
You are entering into
the age of the mystical, the rebirth of
mystery. Here, you
will begin a sojourn
home. Thus, I who
have travelled with
you, protecting
you, caring for you,
guiding you, lest the
seed of your magnificence be lost. I have a path
to bring you home, a path to return you to your
brilliance.”
Tell me about that.
Deirdre: Since a very young age, I have been visited
by angels, saints, and light beings (as I call them for they
many times appear as columns of white light). I would
write down what they would say. This excerpt is from
the presence of our Divine Mother. She spoke to me these
exact words. I just wrote them down.

Herald: Well, that’s amazing — and a surprise.
Deirdre: Yes, it’s a surprise. And I want to say that our
Divine Mother, along with the voices of the light beings,
want their voices heard. They want to bring hope. They
want to share their map — a way for all of us to get
through our changing and uncertain times with grace.

Herald: That brings up
the question of channeling. Is this channeled? There’s the main
poem, “In The Honey
Jars,” which is really a
mystical story that creates the through line
of the book -- where is
Deirdre Hade in all of
this? There are many
people that talk about
channeling and I was
wondering if you could
clarify that?
Deirdre: I wrote Honey
Jars. It is not channeled.
However, my understanding is that a channel is someone
who gets out of the way and another energy or person
comes in and speaks through the person. Irradiance, is
the ability to radiate an energy of one’s soul. I feel this
is what good art does. One has an experience from the
words, the painting, the music. I use this term because
when the Angels, Light Beings or God brings me knowledge and wisdom I feel a palatable presence, my body
changes into a state of bliss. I work very hard to stay
in clarity so that there is a clear authentic transmission
speaking. Surprise is a combination of wisdom, my own
poetics and what I’ve learned from the Presence as God,
the Light Beings, knowledge from the natural world —
the trees, the clouds, the animals.

Herald: It’s interesting what you say about experiencing Light Beings and other dimensions of God.
How did you get to the place where this is your
everyday experience?
Deirdre: This has been a journey of a lifetime. I can
honestly say I was born this way. The first vision I had
was at three years old when my family and I were at a
campground. I was standing in front of a pine tree and a
cloud opened and I saw a truck run over our tent where
my baby brother was sleeping.
I immediately turned and ran to the tent, picked up
my brother and ran out. Just then the truck I had seen
in the vision actually did run over the tent and then hit
the tree where I had been standing. I heard my parents
scream. They ran through the dust. They thought they’d
lost both of us. They found me holding my brother in my
arms beside the flattened tent.
At eight years old, I started teaching after school about
how to talk to your angels — I still have the notebook.

I quit teaching after a
while penciling into my
notebook, “They’re not
ready yet for the angels.
No one believes!”
As I got older, my angelic experiences started
to go away. I became very
depressed. Then at 16, my
mother was diagnosed
with terminal breast cancer with only a year to
live. I began to pray over
my mother. All I desired
was for her to be healed.
One night a light filled the
room. My mother and I
both saw the light. She
said, “Do you see the light?” I said, “Yes.” My mother
exclaimed, “I feel so much better now.” The light sustained my mother for another eleven years. And then she
came to me and said, “It’s time for me to go. I want to go
home now.” She passed away in two weeks. Three days
after the passing she appeared to me one morning in her
physical body. She was all in white, with long white hair,
and I saw the veil between our worlds open up — like a
camera lens. She came and she said, “Know that I’m in
heaven, I’m in the light. Don’t be sad. I’m in a beautiful
place. I have work to do on the other side, take care of
your father and your brothers.” And then she, zzzzup,
she disappeared.
After that, I made knowing the other worlds, knowing the Presence, knowing what is God, my career and I
began to study. I went through A Course in Miracles, the
Kabbalah for 20 years, mystical Judaism and Christianity, Hinduism, Zen — I studied everything I could: the
poetry of Emily Dickenson, Walt Whitman, Thoreau,
Emerson, Byron, Shakespeare. I had a thirst to understand
a greater reality. When my children were young, I had an
experience of this light again, and for forty nights I stayed
awake with this light in my room every night — it was
like a giant star –filling me with light. I would shake —
some nights I thought I was dying, having a seizure. At
the end of forty nights a voice said, “You’re done, you’re
ready. Now go — it’s time to work with people.” There
was an assimilation period of relearning how to live in
this world that was very challenging. My children were a
great help. Then I began giving healings (Radiance Healing and Meditation) and I began to share the knowledge
I received, the understanding of how awakening works,
how our soul can heal. It has been a big wonderful, glorious journey of working with people from all around the
world in a beautiful way.
—continued on page 18
www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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Dry
Brushing
by Jessica Luibrand

What is dry brushing?
Dry brushing, or garshana, is the ancient
Ayurvedic practice of brushing your skin in the
morning in order to loosen impurities on the skin.
Dry brushing removes dead skin cells from the
surface of the skin, and in doing so allows for better
detoxification at the skins surface. Dry brushing also
improves lymphatic flow and thus increasing vitamin
absorption throughout the body by increasing circulation. Constant dry brushing helps to break up areas
of stagnation and “stuckness,” getting rid of toxic
buildup in the body.
Dry brushing is best done in the morning before
you shower because it has a mild ‘caffeine’ effect
where your body feels buzzed and invigorated. Because of its massage-like effects, dry brushing is also
stress relieving and has a meditative effect.
Also, the side effects aren’t that bad, and may include the reduction of cellulite and glowing skin.

• Always brush UP toward your heart, brushing away from your heart will add stress on the
heart.
• Brush UP your arms and UP your legs.
• Avoid painful areas
• Use circular motions over the joints
• Finish your Garshana with a shower to wash
away all the impurities you have removed from
your skin.

How to select a dry brush
The brush must be made of natural resources —
such as a wood or bamboo brush with natural bristles. This is very important, brushing the skin with a
plastic brush contains impurities that will then collect
on the skin. The skin is the largest organ of your
body, so it’s imperative to use a natural brush to gain
all of the benefits of Dry Brushing.
Dry brushes are the brushes you see in any
“shower” aisle of Target, Home Goods, Bed, Bath
& Beyond and they range from $3–$10. The longer
handle extends your arm & makes it easier to get to
hard to reach areas like your mid-back.

How to dry brush
• Dry brush for about 5–10 minutes in the morning before you shower.
• Use firm pressure over the main areas, but lighter pressure over areas where the skin is thinner
and more sensitive. Your skin should be pink after you brush, not red & irritated.
10 | The Life Connection
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The difference Dry Brushing makes
Client A: Medical Thermal Image of someone
who dry brushes daily & makes their own homemade
non-toxic deodorant (green = normal)
Client B: Medical Thermal Image of someone
who has never heard of dry brushing & uses storebought toxic deodorant (red/white = hottest areas
indicating extreme inflammation)

Other Lymphatic Tips:

mones in the body- notably estrogen and testosterone which can lead to chronic disease.

• Self-massage your neck and shoulders with coconut oil

o Tip: my favorite (read: easy) deodorant to make is
Wellness Mama’s Natural DIY Deodorant, Deodorant #2 which contains four ingredients! Find it here:
wellnessmama.com/1523/natural-deodorant/

• Jump on a trampoline for 5 minutes a day to
improve lymph flow
• Exercise by running, walking or jogging, any UP
and DOWN movement to stimulate lymph circulation
Massage your lymph nodes in your neck near
the bend in your mandible (jaw bone), massage
your armpits, lower abdomen and inguinal area
– these areas contain the largest lymph nodes

• Get a lymphatic drainage massage from a professional
• Reduce your risk of cumulative radiation by
choosing Thermography as your health assessment! www.psy-tek.com

o Tip: you’ve probably felt your lymph nodes in Sources
your neck if you’ve ever gotten sick, they will
1. articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/
swell to about the size of a dime!
2014/02/24/dry-skin-brushing.aspx
2. chopra.com/articles/garshana-detoxify-at• Make your own deodorant! Normal store-bought
home-with-ayurvedic-skin-brushing
deodorant contains aluminum (which has been
3. wellnessmama.com/1523/natural-deodorant
found in the brain of people with Alzheimer’s).
psy-tek.com
Parabens and phthalates interfere with hor-

\\\ Transformational Talk ///

Are You Triggered
by Political News?
BY PENELOPE YOUNG ANDRADE, LCSW

H

ave you been triggered by the news lately? When
media footage is filled with bullying, shaming, sexual
predation and menacing behavior by people supposed
to be our leaders, many find themselves experiencing
increased depression, anxiety, nightmares and other
post-traumatic stress symptoms. If you are sensitive person, these upsetting displays of aggression may impact
your nervous system even more. Unless you avoid media
entirely, maintaining good self-care habits during these
tumultuous times can be a real challenge.
Here’s the tip. First, take stock of how much time you’re
spending with news media. Self-care may start with cutting
media exposure way back. Second, observe how you’re
watching. Give yourself permission to get up and move
around, to yell and scream at the screen during disturbing revelations. Stay in your body. Honor your instinctive
response. Give your sad, mad, scared feelings a voice.

It’s important to give the negative images/words
sounds bombarding your nervous system a pathway
out of your bodymind! Monitor your reactions carefully
for experiences of feeling frozen, collapsed, depressed,
and/or anxious after viewing/hearing news. Numbness
is a tipoff for possible trauma reaction to unexpressed
fear, anger or grief stuck inside. Seek support. This is too
upsetting to handle alone. You need help to thaw out and
come back to life. You may need professional guidance
to unwind your nervous system. No blame.
Finally, once you’re resourced again, take action! Join
groups whose ideas touch your heart and soul. Volunteer,
participate. This will alleviate anxiety and has the fringe
benefit of creating a more fulfilling life. You can make a
difference!
© Penelope Young Andrade LCSW, EmotionalmedicineRx.com,
penelopeyandrade@gmail.com, Twitter @EmotionalRx, 858-481-5752.
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Calendar
November

4 - 5 | Friday - Saturday
Join
Char
Margolis
Char Margolis will be appearing two nights in a row
at the Seaside CSL in Encinitas. Friday from 7-9pm
she will be giving group readings. General admission
is $25. On Satruday, from 11am-2pm she will hold
her workshop, Harness Your Intuition. For tickets call
1-888-909-CHAR or go to Char.net.

05 | Saturday
Standing together for peace
Join us at Jeremy Henwood Park at 3700 Fairmont
Ave., in CIty Heights area of San Diego. . Standing
Together for Peace is a inter-faith celebration of peace
through music, dance and speakers. Participating
in this event are various civic, community and faith
groups, sharing our experiences and vision to encourage peace within the community. The event concludes
with a candle-lit vigil walk.

06 | Sunday
DayLight-Saving Time Ends — Fall Back
ONE HOUR.

07 | Monday
Monthly Breathwork Circle
This will be an informative and experiential Breathing
Circle. Breathwork is an aerobic body/mind exercise
simple yet powerfully empowering, designed for your
over-all well-being and a perfect complement to any
part of your life. This workshop is good for first timers
and veterans of Breathwork alike. ICOHS instructor,
James Beard, introduce well-rounded Breathwork
exercise that is complimented by his book Thirteen
Breaths to Freedom. 6:00pm-7:30pm at 1500 State
St., SD 92101 in the Learning Center (upstairs). Bring
your own yoga mat. www.ITCOHS.com Organizer
Contact: info@itcohs.com or 858.581.9460

08 | Tues — Election Day

11 | Friday — Veterans Day
A Month of Music & Celebration

Christina Veronica (6th & 20th)

David Owen (6th & 27th)

Cassie Morris (13th & 20th)

Claudia Previn (27th)

14 | Monday — Full Moon
16 | Wednesday
The UN International Day of Tolerance
The International Day of Tolerance seeks to promote
tolerance, respect, appreciation and cooperation
amongst the world’s different cultures. Tolerance refers to the recognition and acceptance of looks, opinions, beliefs and practices that differ from one’s own.
Tolerance is considered the backbone of human rights
and fundamental freedoms as people are naturally different. Tolerance allows mixed communities to thrive
and ensures that all humans are equally important.
The Day of Tolerance was designated by the United
Nations General Assembly in 1996. It has since been
celebrated annually on November 16 by those who
strive to unite the world through mutual understanding and respect.

20 | Sunday

Global Heart Theme: “Wholeness ” with

Rev. Suzette Wehunt & Guest Speaker, Mary Lawrence Hard 13th

Inspiration Speakers & Topics Every Sunday
7951 University Ave, La Mesa
NEW LOCATION - NEW TIMES
9:15am Meditation 10:00am Celebration Service

LIVE INTERNET BROADCAST - www.OmSpiritualCenter.org
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Craft Sale/Entrepreneur Mart at Unity
San Diego, 3770 Altadena Ave, San Diego. Do some
Christmas shopping – all in one location! 9:00am2:00pm. Visit every booth and be entered in a drawing
for a $25 gift card of your choice (Pick up the entry
form from the Scrip Table in Wrigley Hall). A few booths
are still available to promote your business, Speak to
Meredith Tabor at 619-280-2501 or email Meredith@
unitysandiego.org

23–27 | Wed–Sunday
San Diego jazz fest Over Thanksgiving

D NOVEMBER 2016

The 37th San Diego Jazz Fest over Thanksgiving at
the Town & Country Resort and Hotel in Hotel Circle.
www.sdjazzfest.org

24 | Thurs—Thanksgiving
29 | Tuesday — New Moon
giving Tuesday--celebrate and promote
charity and generosity. After two of the largest shopping days, Black Friday and Cyber Monday, Giving
Tuesday aims to provide people with a day to give
back to the world. Giving back can be through donations, volunteering time or any other form of charitable
action. A reminder of the importance of generosity over
consumption, the Tuesday after Thanksgiving.

November Weekly

Mondays

Int’L Col of Holistic Studies Open House
Miraculous Monday happens once a month, on the
first Monday of every month. We have an open house
followed by a guest speaker, then at the end we offer
a FREE chair massages to our guests. On the first
Monday of every month (unless it falls on a holiday).
International College of Holistic Studies, 1500 State
St., SD 92101. www.ITCOHS.com 858-581-9460

Wednesdays
Deep SOUND MEDITATION at CIHS
Every Wednesday from 6:30pm at California Institute
for Human Science. 701 Garden View Court Encinitas,
CA 92024 - $10 For more info email: deepdeoja@
gmail.com

Thursdays
Twin Hearts Meditation
Every 1st & 3rd Thursdays 7:00pm – 8:30pm at the
Myo-Sei Center 741 Garden View Ct. Suite 204 Encinitas, CA Call (888) 226-4325 or Visit the website at
www.goddessenterprises.net

December

11 | Sunday

Celebrate
His 1813th
Birthday at
the Babaji
Temple
All welcome! Sunday, Dec.11, at 12:00 noon.
Babaji Maha Puja (devotional service) in the style
of the deathless master’s South Indian birthplace.
Followed by birthday cake prasadam, chanting of
Babaji’s Maha Mantra. Babaji Yoga Sangam,11152
Arco Drive, Escondido. 760-317-5910

Find more listings at
LifeConnectionMagazine.com

FREE CAL LISITING
How about a free online
calendar listing?

We want you to try out out new online
calendar—and see our new site.

It won’t be free every month, but we want
you to try out out new online calendar form
and tell us what you think.

Classified
Astrology

Astrology Readings
Empowerment. Map Healthy Relationships with self
and others. 760-310-8974 lorienalia.com

Barter

Your feed back on the process isn’t
required, but is helpful to us.

ITEX
Barter
is
Smarter

Offer is good for the rest of 2016 for one
listing in November and/or December 2016.

Fill out the submission form we’ve
designed online, submit it and we will
approve and post it.

There are 3 calendar sizes. The free size
is approximately 300 characters long
and includes a photo or graphic (that you
provide).

Go to
LifeConnectionMagazine.com/
calendar-submissions.html

Submitting CAL & CFD Ads
Listings—$1. per word (includes first line
in bold) $10 minimum per ad. Count phone
numbers as 1 word. Count Websites & email
addresses as 3 words.

Make sure to specify the category or date.
Don’t count that in the total words.

Listings in Bold cost an additional 20%

Pay for 2 months in advance and receive a
third month FREE (on listings above only—
not on ads that have photos or logos).

LISTINGS with PHOTO or LOGO cost $25
plus $1. per word for each month run.
ADs online cost an additional $10.

PAYMENT — email the ad and call with
credit card info, or mail both the ad & check
to us at the PO Box 1278, Vista 92085.
Please submit ads before the 15th of the
month preceding publication. Late ads may
be accepted if there is room, but there is a
late fee of $5. Sorry, but no ads dictated over
the phone. Thank you!

LifeConnectionMagazine
@gmail.com

FREE Lunch & Learn Monday & Thursday
Please join & RSVP at www.mylunchnetwork.com
Hosted by Art Kaliel 760.613.6412

Business Opportunity

Looking for a business partner to build
an Apitherapy Wellness Clinic in Mexico. I have the
Federal, State and Municipal License and required
working permits to open a clinic anywhere in Mexico
also the experience in treating all illnesses. We can
do: Eboo, Rife, Rick Simson, IV, scorbic Acid, Glutation, Electromagnetic Therapy....and more. Ruben
Castillo 619/254 4455

Graphic Design
Sometimes You DO
JUDGE A BOOK

BY ITS COVER
Your book design should be
as compelling as the ideas it
conveys. I’ve been a professional graphic designer since
1989. My clients include the
San Diego Natural History
Museum, Western Field Ornithologists, Caroline Sutherland and many others. I specialize in getting authors’
books onto Amazon/CreateSpace, Kindle, Nook, and
other publishing platforms. I’m known for loyalty, and
have a long history of working with complex scientific
publications as well as novels, poetry, etc. I design the
covers, interior, and can do all the work of getting your
precious publication out to the world. Full editing and
website design services also available. Tim Brittain:
619-421-6344 • twbrit@cox.net

ship now available in North County and in general
San Diego areas. Call Hugh Clark at 619-415-5390.

Need a Little Help

we Need a little Help around San Diego
It’s tough for us, as a publication, to know when to
restock The Life Connection. If you live or shop in San
Diego County we’d like you to help us keep stocked
with TLC magazines where ever you pick it up. You
can help by letting us know when they are gone, or
by getting copies from us and restocking. AND we are
also always looking for new spots to deliver if you have
ideas. Emails us: call Steve at 760-631-1177 or email
lifeconnectionmagazine@gmail.com. Thank you.

Personal Growth
Arelationshipguru.com
Sliding scale.

Harmonie
Development

Do you desire to live the best life possible? Let your
inner guidance follow the path to clarity. Learn to implement wellness, nutrition, and yoga into your everyday
life. Step-by-step tutorials showing you just how easy
it can be. 33 Day Program to get in touch with your
true self. Specializing in relaxation techniques for
surgery and cancer patients too. www.harmoniedevelopment.com. / harmoniedevelop@gmail.com

Room For Rent

Room rental
Beautiful Office/Healing Room for rent for health practitioners. Hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, located in
Encinitas on the campus of the California Institute for
Human Science Contact Pranic Healing of San Diego
888-226-4325; E-Mail Info@Pranichealingsd.com

Vegan Classes

Marina
Yanay-Triner
Soul in
the Raw

Health
Save 10% ! TransformYourHealth.com
Sign-up for our free “TransformYourHealth Insider’s
Club” E-Newsletter & receive 10% off promo code for
your next online or phone order. Save up to 60% off
on premium whole-food, organic, raw, vegan supplement brands! www.transformyourhealth.com/newslettersingle.htm

Home Repair
Handyman — over 30 years experience
Does your home need Cabinetry, Carpentry, Electrical
Work, Plumbing, Tiling or Painting? Quality workman-

Raw vegan health coach and raw food expert in
San Diego. I teach monthly classes. The schedule is
updated on: www.soulintheraw.com. Contact email
rawsoulnutritionist@gmail.com

Web Design

IS YOUR WEBSITE OUT OF DATE?
The web is evolving. Your website should evolve along
with it. Affordably. Learn more and visit our portfolio at
http://bentonwebs.com Call Todd at 760-731-4855 or
email todd@bentonwebs.com for a free assessment
and consultation.
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A ‘Human Design’ Look at
the 2016 U.S. Election
By Carola Eastwood and Chetan Parkyn

Carola Eastwood and Chetan Parkyn are leading Human Design experts, teachers and authors. Chetan’s
book, Human Design, Discover the Person You Were
Born to Be, is published
in eleven languages. Visit
HumanDesignforusall.com
for a free chart.
Many readers will remember Carola as the author of the monthly column
Planetary Cycles that previously appeared in TLC.
Now focussing on Human Design with her partner Chetan, they have provided us a different perspective on our candidates for
President.

We Might Say There’s a Lot at Stake

In this article we look at the energies involved
around the candidates and day of the 2016 US election.
In a changing world, we are moving into what can
be described as the Aquarian Age, a time of personal
responsibility…a very different one to the preceding
“Piscean” Age which was a more “faith-based” one,
where responsibility was handed to kings, leaders, gurus
and ultimately God.
Consequently, the responsibility for the quality of our
life experience now rests squarely in each of our hands.

Hillary Clinton’s Human Design

By Design,
she has a chart
of a Manifesting
Generator that
gives her lots of
“life-force” energy.
She also has the
31/7, between
Throat and Self
Centers, a channel
of leadership, and
it’s logical leadership

14 | The Life Connection
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which means she is a natural
born leader attuned to
assuring a better future.
The other two channels that
she has are both «Individual
Circuitry” in Human Design
which implies innovation.
Logical leadership goes by
progression... here we go
this step, this step, then
this step. But the individual
progression in her Design
says : “Let›s try something
different, let’s do something
transformative.”
She›s very direct in how
she expresses herself. That
coupled with called an
“open” Emotions Center in her Design makes her
appear cool as ice, and this can be disorienting for people
because we all want to know what is it that motivates
her, where›s the emotion behind all of this, why are you
doing these things? It’s a puzzle … can’t we get some
emotion from her?
Her Sacral Center, the center of Life Force Energy
is the driving force in her Design. She has power, raw
power. But she›s really had to learn over the years how to
use It because sometimes it just comes out very abruptly,
right in your face, and it can energetically knock people
over, like : «What was that all about? Why did you have
to come across so strongly like that?»

So, over time she’s really had to learn how to utilize
that power, how to express power in a way that really
works. Also, in her Sacral Center, she›s got the Gateway,
27, the Gate of Nourishment. Her tendency is to see
others› care as more important than her own and that’s
an easy way to get depleted. You’ll see in her campaign,
in her life generally, she has this habit of going overboard
for others, exhausting herself, and she has had to learn
how to cut back on that.
In very simplistic terms, what we see in Hillary’s chart
is she›s driven by this Life Force Energy to be very busy in
her life, but the backdrop is taking care of other people
as a natural born leader.
Donald Trump couldn’t have a more different design
makeup than Hillary’s. He is an emotional, feeling man.

ter which is the
Heart Center of
will power, connected to the
Throat through
the Money Channel, 21/45. He is
willful with an
inner drive that
can push through
and make demands : “I want it my way.”
We see also that he has the green triangle center turned
on, he’s always thinking, and expressing through the
Channel 17/62, of the Organizer. While he has great
organizational capacity, he is limited by a very short
attention span; he’s always moving from one subject to
the other, and it’s impossible to pin him down.
People call him the lonely campaigner in the way that
he sits in his plane on his own. However, this is the time
where he gets his insights. With his conscious Sun in
Gate 12, of Standstill, he has the ability to know when
change is coming and recognizes the need to be ready.
There’s something in Donald Trump that is prophetical;
he can see some things that are coming down the road.
So he comes out with these statements : “This needs
to go and that needs to go, and this is all wrong and
that is all wrong.” On some level he’s absolutely right,
but the question is: Can things move in these directions
so quickly without massive disruption?

Who is Donald Trump

With his defined Emotions Center, it’s impossible to
be in his company and not be in some way, disturbed,
or reactive. He is someone for whom being on television is a natural thing—he stirs up the audience. And
it’s the same in the political arena, he stirs up the people
around him.
But with his unconscious (colored pink) Channel
35/36 there’s always a shifting tapestry of interest. He
says/does something … been there, done that, finished
with it, next! With a very short attention span it is hard
for him sometimes to stay on track.
The other connection to his Emotions Center comes
from the Sacral Center, which makes him a Manifesting
Generator by design, with the (unconscious, colored
pink) Channel of Intimacy, the 59/6. Anyone around
Donald feels there’s an intimate connection with him,
whether it’s a connection one enjoys or not, is irrelevant.
There’s no way he can walk into a room and be ignored,
and he pushes the emotional buttons of everyone.
Another aspect of his chart is the red triangle cen-

The 2016 Election

In the Human Design experience, the US election always takes place in the Life Theme that we call Sphinx.
And the Sphinx is about direction, pointing the way. For
America, the election always takes place during a time
of setting a new direction.
—continued next page
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Book Review
Enlightenment Now:
Liberation Is Your True Nature

by Jason Gregory
Paperback : 176 Pages; Publisher: Inner
Traditions (October 10, 2016)

I

n this philosophical, psychological, and spiritual exploration of enlightenment, Jason Gregory addresses
how to access the original spontaneous awareness we all
came into this world with. He exposes the illusion that
we must strive to reach enlightenment, uncovering how
our yearning for future accomplishments, attachment to
the past, and reliance on authority outside the self are
social constructs that distract us from the reality of the
now. The author explains how our original enlightened
nature has been obscured by social, cultural, religious,
and egotistical conditioning of the mind caught in time.
Building on knowledge from spiritual traditions
including Buddhism, Hinduism, and Taoism, Gregory
expresses the timeless and ever-present nature of enlightenment. He illustrates how rigid practices and initiations
can become a form of spiritual postponement, continually putting off our enlightenment because we feel we
are doing something good and noble. To chase enlightenment through spiritual practice is to assume it is a quality bound to time. The author helps us see that we are
already what we are seeking--once we understand that
existing in this world is itself a miracle beyond words,

then the magic
and beauty
of our world
will unfold. In
the same way
we remember someone’s
name without
thinking about
it, we also remember that
we are enlightened when we
stop searching
for the experience.
The author explains how meditation in its truest form
takes our awareness of nowness from theory to practice.
Guiding us away from a time-bound understanding of
enlightenment, Gregory shows us how to find ourselves
in the stillness of now where the peace you are is the
peace you give to the world. This is a beautiful book to
help liberate your true nature.

A Human Design Look at the Election
continued from previous page

The chart for Election Day, very interestingly has one
defined channel in it, and it’s the 37/40, the Channel of
Community. This particular activation concerns the destiny for humanity. It is about us coming to a consensus
on some level. What’s is wanted for the benefit of the
community at large?
And when one really looks into “wants,” one is going
to be looking into one’s heart.
The 2016 Election is centered on what really has profound meaning for us at heart. Carola and I say women
will have the say in this election. It’s not that men can’t
16 | The Life Connection
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appreciate what’s going on in their hearts, but it’s easier
for women to get there.
On November 8 it’s going to come down to what
women decide is right, and it’s going to be a women’s
election. Wherever this election takes us, it takes the
world too. Despite the contention, this election is centered in the benefits of the community, for the country
and world as a whole.
Our world is in an amazing time of transformation,
and we stand on the precipice of a global awakening.
On Election Day, will you vote?

The Elephant in the Room: What Trump,
Clinton, and Even Stein Are Missing
By David Korten

What is the most important—yet neglected—issue in the political debate?
Hint: It isn’t the ideal body weight of Miss Universe.

By David Korten

I

n this most bizarre of presidential elections, no one is
talking about one of the biggest—if not the biggest—
issues of our time. Namely, the global power imbalance
between corporations and governments.
Not Donald Trump, as he obsesses over the weight
of a long-past Miss Universe. Not Hillary Clinton,
despite her many substantive proposals that the media
largely ignores. Not even Jill Stein, although she offers
many proposals for moving power to the people at the
national level.
Earth is dying. A few hundred billionaires are consolidating their control of the Earth’s
remaining real wealth. Racism is rampant. And violence devastates millions
of lives. These issues do get mention,
though less than they deserve. What
is not mentioned, the elephant in the
room, is that which blocks serious action on these and other critical threats
to the human future: the glaring and
growing global power imbalance
between corporations that represent
purely financial interests and the institutions of government we depend on to represent the interests of people
and living communities.
The healthy function of society requires that governments be accountable to the electorate and that
corporations in turn be accountable to democratic
governments. Our ability to deal with every other issue
of our time—from climate disruption to inequality to
violence—depends on that accountability.
No candidate is addressing the global power imbalance issue.
In a complex modern society, government is the essential and primary institution by which communities set
the rules within which they organize. Even markets need
rules to function in the community interest, and those
rules must be made and enforced by government. Claims
that a “free” market—a market free from rules—best
serves the common good are an ideological fiction born
of the dreams of banksters.
No candidate is addressing the global power imbalance issue—and no corporate media outlet will ever call
them on it.
The significance of this issue rests on an analysis of

the role and power of money in contemporary society.
Not that long ago, most people lived directly from
what they harvested from their land—and might barter
for other needs. For example, a country doctor might
treat a patient in exchange for a chicken. By these and
other means, most people minimized their need for
money.
As society urbanized and industrialized, people were,
by choice or exclusion, separated from the lands and
community relationships that provided their means of
living with little need for money.
The more dependent we become on money, the more
dependent we become on the money
masters.
We now live in a society in which
our access to food, water, shelter,
energy, transportation, health care,
education, communication, and most
all the other basic essentials of daily
life depends on our ability to pay. No
money, no life.
Each time we monetize a relationship—for example, replacing a parental caregiver with a paid child care worker or a backyard
garden with a trip to the supermarket—we grow GDP
and create new opportunities for corporate profits. At
the same time, we weaken the loving bond between
child and parent and between humans and Earth. And
we become more dependent on money.
So what does this have to do with power? The more
dependent we become on money, the more dependent we
become on the money masters—bankers and corporations—that control our access to money through their
control of paid employment, loans, and investments.
We now live in servitude to money masters, who organize globally beyond the reach of democratic institutions and deny responsibility for or accountability to the
people and communities they hold hostage. From their
position of separation, power, and privilege, they buy
politicians, avoid taxes, and take over the institutions
of media, education, health care, agriculture, criminal
justice, communications, energy, and more.
Though it is a defining issue of our time, politicians
who depend on corporate money and media dare not
mention the growing power imbalance between corpo—continued on page 22
www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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Little Book

continued from Page 8

Herald: That’s quite a
journey. I couldn’t help
but notice, that there is
a certain similarity with
What the Bleep. Surprises has a certain humor,
with total reverence to
the materials. Do you
think that’s true?
Deirdre: Yes, I do think
that’s true. And truth
sometimes is very much
straight in your face, no
sugar coating. And what I
love about what Will did
is he really picked out the
passages that hold this ring
of truth in them.

Herald: Let’s talk about
prophecy for a moment.
You’re talking about
time, about time speeding up, things in the
future, you talk about
things we can’t do because we’re not our
future self yet. Does
prophecy still exist?
Deirdre: Different religions have different definitions of prophecy. From
my perspective there are
the ancient prophets, and
there is prophecy given
during our life. I look at
Bob Dylan. Many of his
songs are very prophetic
about what we’re going
through now. Great poets, great theologians —
are able to give a kind of
prophecy.
What I see is a larger
vision for humanity. What
has been shared with me
by the light beings is an
illuminating future for
18 | The Life Connection

Resource Directory
Alternative Medicine

Animals
Animal Communication & Healing

Does your pet have behavior and/or chronic health problems?
Gentle yet powerful technique brings successful results. Questions
are answered, behavior and/or health improves, and bonding occurs.
As seen in S.D. on “10 News” and TV’s Rodger Hedgecock Report

LOCATED IN SAN DIEGO • VETERINARIAN REFERRED

(636) 875-6245

Christine Nelson, R.N., B.S.N.

Bodywork

Counseling
Beyond Talk Therapy
Penelope Young
Andrade, L.C.S.W.

(858) 481-5752
AMERICAN EXPRESS ®

SM

®

MasterCard

®

35 years experience
integrating the best
of traditional and
EmotionalMedicineRx.com
alternative therapies
penelopeyandrade@gmail.com
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Sad, Mad, Scared, Glad? Emotions are Medicine.
Heal anxiety, panic, depression without Drugs!
• Emotional Medicine • Relationship Counseling
• Body/Mind Wisdom
Readers rave about Emotional Medicine Rx—Jane B. says:
“This is going to be the doorway...toward discovering and
supporting my undeveloped potential.”
Available at Amazon, Controversial Bookstore, Warwicks
and EmotionalMedicineRx.com.

EFT™

Emotion Code

◆

◆

Hypnotherapy

One of America’s few licensed EmoTrance practitioners will teach and apply
EmoTrancea phenomenal new energy therapy from England, along with stateof-the-art comprehensive Energy Psychology Therapies, Clinical Hypnotherapy,
NLP, Coaching, and Intuitive Counseling in a safe and empowering environment.
Amazing accelerated techniques to rapidly reprogram your past, present, and
futurecreate balance and peace of mind. Sessions in person or by phone.

Kathleen Rick, BMS, MA, ACHT
Masters in Psychology/MFCC
Holistic Practice since 1983
Award-winning book author
EFT Trainings/Seminars

Tranceform your life, relationships, negative
beliefs/emotions/issues, fears/phobias/pains,
compulsions, stress, traumas and barriers to success!
Kathleen Rick ◆ (619) 523-4690

3940 Hancock Street, Suite 201 ◆ San Diego, CA 92110

ourselves. We simply must
seize the moment of transformation when it comes.
This is what is being asked
of us now. I feel the Book
of Surprises is like a rock
and roll song. You get
what you can, enjoy the
ride; enjoy the magic and
the beauty, the melody of
Surprise, something will
stick.

www.kathleenrick.com

Crystals
OUTH AMERICAN IMPORTS
SCRYSTALS
• HANDICRAFTS • JEWELRY

Bring in
this ad
Over 50 kinds of tumbled stones • Healing Crystals
for a
Many Amethyst Geodes • Wide Variety of Jewelry
20%
• Guatemalan Handicrafts •
discount
Direct Importer — Largest Inventory in San Diego!
on
Amethyst
www.saimport.com • 619-299-3877
Geodes!
2461 San Diego Ave., Suite 104, San Diego 92110
(In Old Town behind the Café Coyote) • Open 11–8 Every Day!

Dental & Medical Services

Holistic Dental Clinic in Tijuana

AMERICAN BI

DENTAL

• High-quality, safe biological dentistry at a fraction of the usual cost!
• Safe Silver (Mercury) Fillings Removal • Cosmetic Dentistry
• Bio-compatible Dental Materials • Environmentally friendly office at the five-star
Grand Hotel • Five-minute cab drive from the border or pick-up available
The American Bio-Dental Center has received extensive training in the body
chemistry interpretations, both by computerized presentation and for personal
presentation, in addition to the dental revision techniques.
• $50 Exam includes Teeth Cleaning & Panoramic X-rays
• $150 Wisdom teeth extractions by US trained MD, DDS, Surgeon
“I spent a fortune with another holistic dentist in the U.S. before discovering the American
Bio-Dental Center. They did an excellent job at a fraction of the cost! I am so pleased to have
found a biological dentistry clinic using the Huggins Protocol to refer my clients to.”

—Joyce Johnson, Ph.D., Nutritionist, Author, Talk Show Host

Now Offering Regenerative Medical Services
Call today! 1.877.231.5701 • Visit: www.americanbiodental.com

Herald: When I first
got the book, I would
open a random page.
Then I would pick it
up again, and I sort of
used it like an oracle
for a couple weeks of
just opening and seeing
what it would say, what
the photos and images
conveyed. Then I just
sat down and started at
the beginning reading
cover-to-cover one evening — what a different
experience doing that.
How do you recommend people approach
the book?
Deirdre: I would say let
Surprises invite you into its
journey. You may want the
first time to flip through it
and let your eyes gaze at
one page or another — and
you might do that for a
time. Or you may want to
read it from beginning to
end right away. Surprise
is an hour and a half read
–the length of a movie.
Will created it to be like a
movie-book. It’s a Surprise,
because the story is a cosmic inquiry into the vast
scope of who we really are.
By the time you get to the
end you will feel that you
have been on a journey.
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Herald: Could it be “children’s book for adults”
or is it an “adult’s book
for children?”
Deirdre: I love that,
a “children’s book for
adults.” We all have a
magical inner child that
needs good wonder! Children love Surprises. Today
children are very aware,
awake, and they’re looking to be validated for the
wise souls that they are.
This book is very supportive for young people. I’d
like to say that it’s a family book… perhaps to sit
around and read together.

Herald: There are several quotes referring to
children. You talk about
the souls that are coming
in now and that they’re
on a mission, and really
raising the awareness for
people that these young
visionaries are different.
Could you explain that?
Deirdre: Yes, it’s been
this way beginning in the
’60s — more and more
souls are being born with a
high level of spiritual sensitivity. These children have
an ability to feel and sense
the natural world that is
outside of the intellectual
two-dimensional processing. (All children are born
like this — some however
never forget.) And these
kids I see are being born
by the millions — and
they want validation that
they are spiritual beings.
They have come to heal
our world. They come in
a vibration of love.
I know there’s been
much written about indigo
20 | The Life Connection
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Rev. Dr. Stephen A. Lawrence

Environmentally Conscious & Mercury-Free Dentistry
• Safe protocol for removal of toxic fillings or crowns, replaced with the
most beautiful, durable and least-toxic materials available.
• Gentle, non-surgical, laser gum care and microscopic bacteria testing
• Health and nutrition counseling with revolutionary new products to
be cavity and gum disease free!
• Please visit WellnessDentalCare.com for more helpful information

785 Grand Ave., Ste 206 • Carlsbad, CA 92008

760-729-9050

Dentistry

“Optimal Health & Vitality with Beautiful Smiles”

Holistic

• Digital X-Rays
• Ozone Therapy
• Safe Mercury Removal
• Biocompatible
Materials
• Minimally Invasive
Dentistry
• Snoring & Sleep
Apnea Therapy
• Laser Non-Surgical
Gum Therapy

Relax in our spa-like office

Jeffry S. KerbS, ddS

The art of creating beautiful smiles

(760) 746-3663
www. drjkerbs.com
Loma Linda University School
of Dentistry Graduate

• Instant Veneers
• Dental Implants
• Porcelain Veneers
• Esthetic Dentures
• Metal-free dentistry
• Natural-Looking
Smiles
• Invisalign
Orthodontics
• Complimentary
Consultation
240 S. Hickory St., Suite 207
Escondido, CA 92025
DrKerbsOfffice@sbcglobal.net

Healing
♥ Healing From The Heart ♥
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children, crystal children
— I’m including all of this.
Because of their sensitivity
we must prepare a place
for them to grow. They
learn differently, they need
different kinds of schools,
they need to be honored
for what they see and what
they know. They need to
be shown that we welcome
them and that we’re grateful they’re here.

Spiritual Centers

Herald: Why should
someone read this book?

Self-Realization Fellowship
The Kriya Yoga teachings
of

Paramahansa Yogananda

TOPICS ~ NOV E M B E R

Gaining the Wealth of Inner Happiness
13 Practical Methods for Healing Body, Mind, and Soul
20 Giving Thanks for Life’s Blessings
27 The True Nature of the Soul

Nov. 6
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

A LL ARE WELCOME

Services every Sunday at
9:30 and 11:00 a.m.

San Diego Temple
3072 1st Avenue • 619.295.0170
www.SandiegoTemple.org
Encinitas Temple
939 Second St. • 760.436.7220
www.EncinitasTemple.org

Y O G A N A N D A – S R F. O R G

First Spiritualist Church
Where Angels Come and So Can You!
Pastor: Rev. Lorina Pyle

Healing Service, 10am • Lecture, 11am
3777 42nd St., San Diego, CA 92105
619-284-4646 • 1st-spiritualistchurch.org
See us on Meetup and Facebook

Healings
Auric, Reiki & Theta

Spiritual Readings
Tarot, Astrology,
Psychic Fairs

Classes & Workshops
Healing Methods,
Psychic Development,
Universal, Tarot, Angel

Sundays at 10 am
Peace Meditation at 9:30 am

Celebrating Life
with Open Minds
& Loving Hearts

Spiritual Living Circles
1st & 3rd Wednesdays
at 6:30 pm

Rev. Jane
Westerkamp

Deirdre: We live in a
time of overwhelming
complexity and uncertainty. The (not so) Little
Book of Surprises is a
place to come for wisdom
and humor, and it gives
some answers as to why
this is all happening now.
Surprises is an experience
for you to play with, think
about and to gain some insight into life’s paradox.
We really can create some
magic in the miracle and
the beauty of what it
means to be human. This
is our journey. We meet
obstacles, but experience
really is the journey of our
human soul. And The (Not
So) Little Book of Surprises
was created for you to have
an awesome experience of
being human.
The (not so) Little Book of Surprises
is by Deirdre Hade and William Arntz,
the creator of the ever-popular
movie What the Bleep Do We Know!?
Illustrations and photo are by Endre
Balogh. It’s available onlne and in
bookstores.

5120 Robinwood Road, Suite B-13, Bonita, CA 91902
(619) 475-1012 • www.bonita.csl.org
www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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Spiritual Centers, continued

Beach Cities Center for Spiritual Living
Transforming Lives, Empowering Dreams

DIRECTORY ADS & PR
due
November 15
ALL OTHER ADS

Sunday Celebration Service @ 10:00 am
Children’s Church and Nursery @ 10:00 am
Accredited SOM Classes • Weddings • Workshops
Spiritual Counseling • Memorial Services
Ministry of Prayer • Bookstore

by November 22
(760) 631-1177
lifeconnectionmagazine
@gmail.com

Rev. Brian Anderson
760-431-8530

The Elephant in the Room
from page 17

rations and governments and its sweeping implications.
They will face it and address it only when forced to do so
by “we the people.” Leadership in the cause of democracy and community will come—can only come—from
an organized electorate with a power analysis.
David Korten wrote this article for YES! Magazine as part of his column
on “A Living Earth Economy.” Yesmagazine.org He is co-founder and
board chair of YES! Magazine, and author of When Corporations Rule
the World and Change the Story, Change the Future: A Living
Economy for a Living Earth. Follow him at @dkorten and Facebook.
Part Two is available online at Yesmagazine.org.

Publisher
from page 4

outlaw rooftop solar systems? It’s financed by the Koch brothers. Not sure how it’s bad for capitalism, but it does get in the
way of their profiteering ambitions.
Seems like we’re in the old world at times, doesn’t it?
We want to fight the abortion rights fight over and over. We
want to use old, obviously unhealthful and polluting methods
of growing food and producing energy. We embrace politicians
who want to control people’s lives instead of governing our
common, natural resources.
I am hopeful that some of this will change—and change is
really our only constant as a nation. The young people get it, but
too many of us still allow money to talk louder than people, and
to think that when “money talks” it’s important, it’s right and
ought to be embraced. If it’s good for money, we all win. Really?
My hope is that people will see beyond the distractions that
money and the media feed. After watching Trump for the last
year, and seeing how he has alienated one group after another,
I have to wonder why some think a Trump Administration
will be different?
Would we be making mutually beneficial, cooperative agreements all over the globe to address our common problems? Or
would we be forming us-vs.-them alliances to power our way
toward what’s good for money and “country”? Or would the
22 | The Life Connection
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6066 Corte Del Cedro,
Carlsbad 92011 (Near Airport)

Rev. Sheila Anderson
beachcitiescsl.org

nation be in the same shape as his campaign? Don’t we deserve
more clarity and new approaches?
What threw me off and had me rewrite this column was when
FBI director James Comey decided to get involved in politics.
The FBI has always had a policy of allowing elections to proceed
without influencing them, even waiting to issue subpoenas until
after an election. They’ve always keep quiet and investigated
until certain—until recently.
Don’t we all know where is is going? If one side wins James
Comey has a bright future ahead of him. Or will we remember
that Hilary Cinton has had the last 30–40 years of her life endlessly investigated—undeniable, right?
People make their living on endlessly investigating her. After
all this time, how is it that nothing has appeared that has led
to her being indicted or convicted? Do they honestly think
something new will come out of nowhere?
If for no other reason, nothing will happen because if they
did indict her over the way she handled her email accounts,
wouldn’t they have to indict Colin Powell, George Bush and
Karl Rove too?
When Congress wanted to see White House emails in 2007,
Rove said they used the RNC server—that’s the Republican
National Committee system—and they lost the emails Congress
wanted. All one million of them. The issue died. No one with
money—no media—kept it alive.
Simply put, there are some mean people out there—ones with
the money to keep the conversation alive. Personally I can’t help
but wonder if a little less testosterone in our approach might
help us. You can’t say women are less protective of their family.
Meanwhile some want us to be distracted or walk away
disgusted. Who does that serve? Doesn’t it just allow those who
make money at our expense—at the expense of the country’s
resources and people—to continue on that path without getting
the attention they deserve?
Fortunately, it’s not all about the winning candidate. The
promises that the candidates are making can be accomplished
only with Congress. It’s a group effort. That’s how our system
of government was set up. It’s time to work together.
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From the Creator of
comes a book that picks up where BLEEP left off.

S U R P R I S E ! Not really.
Rather it’s a 90 degree turn into the doorways of the Mystical.
It’s not a Proof of these unseen Worlds – it’s an Experience.
“The (not so) Little Book of Surprises is a
road map of insight, poetry, breathtaking
photographs and humor in a thoroughly
enjoyable combination.”
– Jack Canﬁeld

Coauthor of Chicken Soup for the Soul®

“A treat for the eyes and spirit, a
whimsical and mystical map for one’s
awakening.”
– John Gray
Author of Men Are from Mars,
Women Are from Venus

Not since The Illuminated Rumi has a
book come forward that combines deep
mystical revelations with mind-stretching
visuals. Add to that a 21st century humor
and we truly have a new book for the
new millennium.
Available on Amazon and
where ﬁne books are sold.

BookOfSurprises.com

DEIRDRE HADE

WILLIAM ARNTZ

ENDRE BALOGH

Words & Wisdom
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